
These problems disappeared after 4 November 1975. 

See Attachment V on ihore ltations. 
See Attachment I on Circle Calibration. 

D. DATE OF SURVEY 

Work on boatsheet 20-3-75 commenced on 5 September 1975 and was 
ended on 11 November. 1975. 

E. TIDE REDUCERS 

Tide reduction of each days data was done using predicted tides. 
The reference station was Sandy Hook, New Jersey. The correctors 
applied to that reference station for the area we work in was: 
Time -.20 minutes, Ratio, , 96. 

F. JUNCTIONS 

There were no junctions on this boatsheet, 

G. SPLITS 

There were no splits on this boatsheet. 
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H. CURRENTS 

Currents appeared to be primarily tidal. Currents were not ef
fected very much by winds.under 20 knots. Wind driven currents 
were less than predicted by the table on page 181 of the Tidal 
Current Tables. At times current was of the ~agnitude of one 
knot. ~ 

I. WAVES 

1. Waves were uniform in height in this region. The wave 
heights reported in the drag information stamps correspond 
roughly to the average of the upper third waves. There 
were few rosµe waves, and the reported height is not far 
from average of the upper 5%. 

2. Several times large period swei1 that would affect the entire 
svstem (both the wire and tester at the same time) was en
countered. This was handled individually in each, case by 
adding a new corrector to the effective drag depth. That 
figure was one half the amount of the large period swell. 
This large period swell only affected a few drags, and they 
are noted in the section titled Not~d Occurances During 
Survey._ 




